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BIG MOSS GOLF

Thank you for purchasing the ALL NEW V2 (version 2) Big Moss Golf
Putting & Chipping Green.  

V2 putting greens strictly use Big Moss Golf’s brand new proprietary 
putting surface.  This surface will lay flatter, last longer & putt more
true than anything on the market. It is also manufactured to be weather 
resistent; this means all V2 putting greens are now safe for outdoor use!

                                             

Thank you again,

Your friends @ Big Moss Golf  

! WARNING
CHOKING HAZARD: Small Parts.
Not for children under 3 years.
Use with adult supervision

Please read through this manual for valuable information regarding 
your new V2 green.  

On pages 2 & 3, you will find information on the short assembly 
process that is now required before using this product.



MAINTENANCE

Big Moss Putting & Chipping Greens are very durable, and if
handled and maintained properly, will give you a lifetime of
positive putting and chipping practice.  Note: Improper care of
your Big Moss could result in a void of your warranty. Big Moss
Golf will not replace and/or repair any putting green that has
not been stored or rolled as speci�cied below, or any green that
has been misused or mishandled.

1.  Upon removing your putting green from the package, you
     may notice a slight pattern or small indentations on the
     surface - this is temporary - the marks will disappear after
     vacuuming.

2.  Regular vacuuming helps keep your putting green looking
     and performing as good as the day you purchased it.

3.  When storing your putting green, keep it in a uniform, circular
     roll. Do not �atten the rolled-up putting green or store any-
     thing heavy on top of it.  This could cause permanent crimps
     in the surface.

4.  Big Moss Putting & Chipping Greens perform best when set
     up on a hard �oor surface such as hardwood, tile, commercial
     carpet, low pile carpets, or concrete.  If your �oor has thick
     pile carpet or is heavily padded, your green may distort
     slightly when standing on it.  This will not e�ect the true roll
     of your putting green. 
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SET UP

Included in the V2 Package:
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Putting Green Surface
Putting Green foundation
Back Stop
Cup Sleeves
Safety Flag Stick
Chipping Mat
Break Pads
Chipping Balls
Extra Long Golf Tees

 Assembly Instructions:

1.  Unroll the putting surface and lay it upside down where  you would like
the green to be stationed.  

 

2.  The V2 Greens have adhesive squares underneath the cup areas.  Lay the 
foundation  smooth side down while perfectly lining up all the cups.  
Press down firmly (or step) on the adhesion areas to get the surface to 
attach to the foundation.  This adhesion is not permanent but offers plenty 
of tack to keep the two pieces together. Now you can flip the green over 
and install the backstop.If there is debris on the tape, it can be wiped off 
with a damp cloth. Once dry, the tape will regain its tackiness.  

 A B C



SET UP
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3.  Wrap the backstop around the back of the green and pin it in 
with the (3) extra long golf tees that were included with the package.

4.  Now insert the cup sleeves as seen in the photo below.

5.  Insert the flagsticks with bases inside the cup sleeves and 
your Big Moss V2 putting green is ready for use! 



BREAK PADS
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   A. Subtle                           B. Long/Smooth               C. Large/Sweeping

CREATING BREAKS
  
The (4) Break Pads included with your Training Green allow you to vary         
the terrain underneath the green forming different undulations.  This is 
done by simply placing the break pads underneath the putting surface 
to create the break you want to practice.  

There are many different configurations to use when placing the break    
pads.  These  different configurations can provide either a subtle break,    
a longer /smoother break, or a large sweeping break.

In general, placing pads lower in height and further from the hole, will   
make a more subtle break.  Larger breaks are attained by stacking pads   
higher and/or moving them closer to hole. Break pads can also be     
placed in a longer configuration making the ball break earlier and   
longer.  Experiment with configurations to produce your ideal breaking   
putts.

The diagrams below are a starting point.



PUTTING TIPS, ETC. 

Putting comprises 43 percent of golf and is two simple 
priciples: distance and direction control.  Direction is the ability to
control the face and path of the putter; distance is the ability to
control the length and pace of the stroke.

Practicing these ideas every time you practice and play
will help you become a consistantly great putter:

  Relax the shoulders, arms, and hands to eliminate
           manipulation
  Place the ball toward the instep of your front foot or 
           nearer the front of your stance
  Position your eyes directly over the ball (target-line)
  Allign shoulders parallel to the target line. 
           This will aid your natural stroke to run true
           to the target line for better accuracy
  Follow a set pre-stroke routine
  Read the break carefully and practice many di�erent angles
  The slower a ball moves, the more break a�ects it
  Speed control is the key to judging the break and 
           eliminating three-putts
  Focus attention on the target before triggering the stroke
  Hit the sweet spot of the putter face every time
  Contact the equator of the ball
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MADE IN THE USA

Phone: 1-815-893-4410
Fax: 1-815-893-4407

3305 S. State Rt. 31, Unit 2
Crystal Lake, Illinois 60012

email: bigmossgolf@yahoo.com
web: www.bigmoss.com

All contents © 2019 Big Moss Golf Inc.
No portion of this booklet may be reproduced without permission.
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